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This is my personal guide for how I create sustainable fashion. Throughout my life many of my
clothes were “hand me downs”. My mom dragged me to the city thrift so we could buy clothes
that were perfectly good that no one seemed to want. Rarely was I able to purchase my own
clothes and was rarely gifted new clothing. However this was not because my family very much
cared for the environment, but it was rather a budget issue. I was always irritated and upset that
my clothes could not be the cute and trendy brands my classmates had. But, high school came
and I had a job and money and I was able to buy clothing freely from whichever big name I
chose. And for a while I was happy with this, but ultimately the surfacing stories about fast
fashion, sweatshops, chemicals and cash grabs scared me. My friends bought heaping
amounts of clothing off fast fashion sites for cheap, and discarded them within a year when they
were out of style or falling apart. When I ask “what about the sweatshops” or “what about the
ecological impact” it is usually, “well the blame falls on the foreign countries that have laws that
don’t protect their environment or people.” US companies will find a way to try and shift the
blame but ultimately human rights and climate change go beyond laws and countries, they are
world problems. Now that I am more educated and aware of my buying power I have been
changing my lifestyle. The alternative is always there!

1) Purchases



I rarely purchase items, even though it’s very tempting. However for those who enjoy purchases
of new items all is not lost! Firstly, many green companies creating sustainable fashion exist
online. When I purchase brand new items generally they are in support of an organization or
brand I believe has a good cause or deserves the money. The shirt is from the Honolulu zoo and
will pay for better habitats and conservation! I got the hat from the Waikiki aquarium that will
help conserve local reef fish. Some money is for profit but always feel free to ask employees
where the money goes so you can know what you are supporting. The bracelets are from my
campus project “crafts for cats” where I direct jewelry making to sell so we can donate money to
the campus org that feeds cats so they don’t kill native bird populations. If everyone stopped
buying new products no one would buy our bracelets! So it is not completely necessary to cut
out “new,” just be conscious of what your money is going towards. Personally my favorite place
to shop small and support is Etsy.

2) Thrift and alter

Buy. Used. Clothes. Clothes are meant to be used over and over, they are meant to last. If
people continually purchase clothes just for style or trend then the quality brands produce will
continue to go down. Thrifting may take longer and require more alterations but ultimately the
benefits are huge. It’s a great way to find vintage fashion and good clothing items that will last.
The prices are much lower so thrifting is one of the best economic options. This pair of shorts I



have in this photo I love, a thrifting purchase. They are a little big on the waist but with a shoe
string tied in the back they fit. And I know these shorts will last me a long time. Personally my
favorite thrift company is “Thred up” because they show the clothings conditions online which is
helpful. The best part though is they communicate how much carbon and water waste you save
by buying used instead of new with each purchase.

3) Use what you have

As I said, many of my clothes are hand me downs. Nothing is bad at all about a piece of clothing
that is 5-10 years old. Clothes have purpose, they cover and last. They are expression, culture
and love. We all want to buy clothes because we love them, being able to express ourselves
and wear our favorite patterns and colors. But we may have lost the cultural significance of
family and heritage in clothing. The top to the left was my great abuela’s. She lived in her home
in the Rio grande valley, near the border of Mexico. She probably wore the shirt while fishing
and working in her garden. When I wear her clothes I feel connected to her and what she loved.
The shirt on the right was my dad’s. He died when I was 13 and it was one of his favorite shirts.
I feel safe when I wear it and it helps me remember him, he loved southern fishing culture. Both
clothing pieces are well over 15 years old and become softer and more comfy with each year of
wear. Remember our clothes are so much more than just clothes.

4) Give



After arriving in Hawaii I realized my wardrobe would need some cuts. Some pieces of clothes
just don’t fit the environment and therefore I don’t need. However it would be senseless to try
and sell them here or donate them when thermals are not in demand. I have a friend at home
who cannot attend college because she is caring for her mother who is recovering from 13
strokes. Her mom was the only provider for their family and now they live on disability checks. I’ll
pack up the clothes and bring them back. She loves when I give her my old clothes, we are the
same size and these will be super helpful as she lives in a drafty farmhouse. I hesitate to drop
clothes at a thrift donation because they may not make it where they are needed. Thinking
people we know are in need first is a lot better. Then we can reach out to organizations that
collect clothes for people in need, such as impoverished expectant mothers. They’ll usually
have a drop box or you can mail whatever you want to donate.

5) Sell



The swim set and top are both in great condition and from stylish brands. The shirt is limited
edition. A nice cute swim set would sell well in Hawaii. I can post the shirt to a vintage and
collectors site and take offers. The swim set I can post on social media and one of my
classmates will likely purchase it. Both pieces of clothes can go to a new home where they are
more valued and used for the benefit of both sides and the environment.

The hardest part of the Buyerarchy of needs for me is swapping or borrowing. This is because
generally my body type doesn’t match well with certain cuts or sizes. This doesn’t make it
impossible, it's just not my preferred method of sustainability. The easiest for me will always be
just using what I have, no action required, just remembering to utilize and be happy with what I
have. I’ve already been implementing these ideas in my life, hence my personal guide to
sustainable clothes. However from here I just continue to educate and increase. Maybe I can
get all my friends and family to purchase more ethically. I think the next step personally would
be learning to fix or alter clothes so they are better and more functional.




